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QUESTION 1

An author wants to run the workflow that will train AEM to recognize custom tags on images. What must be done before
running this workflow? 

A. The name of the image must match the desired tag 

B. The image must be manually tagged with the desired tags 

C. At least 30 images must be uploaded to the DAM 

D. Enable `Enable Smart Tagging\\' on the folder properties, add images to that folder 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/assets/administer/enhancedsmart-
tags.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Which dispatcher configuration can prevent unauthorized calls to clear the cache? 

A. /allowAuthorized 

B. /sessionmanagement 

C. /secure 

D. /allowedClients 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-dispatcher/using/configuring/ dispatcher-
configuration.html 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A multi-regional retail company has been using a featured product component on their home page with static content. 

As part of the enhancement the retail company wants to leverage Adobe Target to personalize the featured product
displayed only to the users in one region. There is plan to apply this enhancement to additional regions in the near
future. It is required to keep the featured product component backward compatible without updating the site content. 

Which option should the Architect recommend? 

A. Introduce personalization logic to the "featured product" component 

B. Introduce component versioning and proxy component pattern 
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C. Use sling:superResourceType and editable templates 

D. Use the out-of-the-box ecommerce component 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A large news agency wants to classify, manage, and search content effectively, Which capability should be used to
design this solution? 

A. Meta Data Tags 

B. Query Builder 

C. Renditions 

D. Adobe Launch 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer wants to improve efficiencies with their content creation processes for website optimization. Specifically, the
customer wants to use content created in AEM inside of Adobe Target. 

Which AEM feature should be used to meet the requirements? 

A. Content Fragments 

B. Teaser Component 

C. Experience Fragments 

D. Adobe Target Mbox 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

A client is in the discovery process for building a React native app, which is a single codebase that runs natively on iOS
and Android. The goal is to reduce development costs. The client wants to reduce content creation costs in the new
react Native app by reusing as much of the marketing content already published in their AEM instance. 

What should the Architect recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Content Fragments 

B. Sling Resource Resolution 

C. Experience Fragments 
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D. OSGi Bundles 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A news agency editor wants to publish news articles to an intermediate Publish (preview) instance for internal review
before publishing the article to production Publish instance. 

Which two steps should the Architect recommend? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a separate live copy to preview content 

B. Set up a new replication agent for preview server 

C. Create a closed user group (CUG) for editors 

D. Create a custom publish workflow 

E. Create a reverse replication agent on preview server 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

A customer with an international website has authors all over the world who work on content. Each day, a high amount
of content changes are done through page editing, workflows, and translations. 

Performance of the AEM Author starts off fine but degrades over time. Monitoring shows the available disk space is
steadily decreasing. A health check shows that the daily maintenance jobs did not finish. 

What two actions should the Architect do to resolve the issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Run version and workflow purging 

B. Recommend running offline Tar compaction 

C. Recommend running online Tar compaction 

D. Extend the daily window for online revision cleanup 

E. Increase the allocated memory to AEM 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 9

A client states they will have approximately 1 million page views per month with approximately 30% of the traffic being
Authenticated/Secure content. The Architect is recommending two Publish servers and a single Dispatcher. 

What is the purpose of the Dispatcher in this scenario? 
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A. Serves as document repository and caching mechanism 

B. Serves as Load Balancer and caching mechanism for non-secure content 

C. Serves as Load Balancer only 

D. Caches Authenticated/Secure content and serves as Load Balancer 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Modifications are made in the content structure of a blueprint. After a standard rollout, the location of the pages has
changed and are lost in the live copy. 

Which configuration should an Architect create to resolve this issue? 

A. PageMoveAction after the standard rollout 

B. LiveSyncAction before the standard rollout 

C. PageMoveAction before the standard rollout 

D. LiveSyncAction after the standard rollout 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://forums.adobe.com/thread/2582072 

 

QUESTION 11

A company with various departments wants to use tagging to improve search capability. Each department is restricted
to use its own tags. How should an Architect organize the tags? 

A. Create a department sub-tag in each tag 

B. Use department ID as a prefix of each tag 

C. Create tags in "departmentName:tagName" format 

D. Create a namespace for each department 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

A customer wants to implement an AEM solution to serve localized content to several regional websites. Which AEM
capability should the Architect recommend? 

A. Use translation connector and translation workflows 
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B. Use translation connector and i18N API 

C. Use i18N API and Multi Site Manager 

D. Use translation connector and Multi Site Manager 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

After running the pattern detector in AEM, an error message appears on a component: Cross-boundary resource type
usage of internal marked path. 

How should the Architect resolve this issue? 

A. Replace the component with components that are public 

B. Adjust the policy settings on the component 

C. Remove the sling:resourceSuperType from the component 

D. Apply the latest hotfix 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/deploying/upgrading/patterndetector.html 

 

QUESTION 14

A customer wants to use translations, however certain content on pages must not be translated. What should the
Architect recommend to meet the requirement? 

A. Add a translate property to the content component on the page and set it to false 

B. Add the page path and properties, uncheck Translate box in Translation Configurations 

C. Add the page path and node type, uncheck Translate box in Translation Configurations 

D. Add a resource Type reference in Translation Configurations 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which deployment scenario should be used to achieve scalability for site visitor read access? 

A. Oak Cluster with MongoMK across Multiple DataCenter 

B. Single TarMK Instance 

C. TarMK Farm 
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D. Oak Cluster with MongoMK in Single DataCenter 

Correct Answer: B 
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